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Description Stock #338982 - 2014 Georgetown by Forrest River Class A, LOW 14k MILES,
Ultra Clean!This is a 2014 Georgetown XL 360DS by Forest River! Prepare to
embark on unforgettable adventures with this remarkable motorhome designed
to exceed your expectation. Step inside and be greeted by a spacious and
meticulously crafted interior. The king-size bed beckons you to indulge in a restful
night's sleep, ensuring you wake up refreshed and ready to take on the day's
adventures--sleeping capacity for four.Whether traveling to serene campgrounds
or bustling cityscapes, the Georgetown XL 360DS provides the perfect sanctuary
on the road. Its thoughtfully designed layout offers ample storage space, allowing
you to bring along all the essentials for your journey. The well-appointed
bathrooms provide luxury, ensuring you can freshen up in style no matter where
you roam.As you navigate the open road, you'll appreciate the powerful engine
and smooth handling that the Georgetown XL 360DS offers. Its reliable
performance guarantees a seamless driving experience, while the state-of-the-art
features and modern amenities make every mile a pleasure. This motorhome is a
testament to comfort and convenience, from the well-equipped kitchen to the
inviting living area.Don't miss your chance to own this 2014 Georgetown XL
360DS by Forest River. It's more than just a motorhome; it's a gateway to
unforgettable memories and adventures. Embrace the freedom of the open road
while enjoying the comforts of home. Contact us today, and let us help you
embark on the journey of a lifetime!We are looking for people all over the country
who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like
the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to
learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted!
Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is no longer use.You have questions?
We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV
has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year
all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV
today.

Basic information Year: 2014
Stock Number: 338982
VIN Number: rvusa-338982
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 36
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Item address 63301, St Charles, Missouri, United States
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